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Sound barrier Typical applications
C ti l b i t t t i hi h l i l
Noise source Low Noise region Train Noise barrier Fuselage skin
• onven ona  arr er rea men s requ re g  area  mass n ow 
frequency range
• Becomes costly for weight sensitive applications
• Previous work on Locally Res. Sonic Mat.
( )
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• Cellular material with a periodic array of unit cells
• Unit cell has components with contrasting mass and moduli
Ch i i f i fi i i di l h f i ll f• aracter st cs o  n n te, per o c pane  are same as t at o  a un t ce  or 
normally incident sound 5
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Clamped n  ce
Benefit  region
• A clamped plate has high STL at very low frequencies due to the 
effect of boundary conditions
• Hypothesis 
– The unit cell has clamped plate behavior when the frame is made 
very heavy and stiff
– Has mass law behavior when the frame mass is negligible
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Design Approach
• Can we produce the effect of clamped plate 
boundary conditions without clamping the panel      
and without increasing the overall mass?
• Based on the idea that μ (mass ratio) and η
(stiffness ratio) play a key role     
• Consider two ways of redistributing mass mass     —  




• Each unit cell  
– Overall mass constant
– Different materials for frame and plate     
• A series of cases for μ between 0.1 and 10000
– ρp and ρf varied




Base unit cell Cellular unit cell
Geometry-Based Mass Apportioning
• Each unit cell
Overall mass constant–   
– Material properties not varied
– Same material for frame and plate     
• Series of cases for μ
– Varying tp and tf
tf
tp
Base unit cell Cellular unit cell
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• Four microphone standing wave tube setup
• Unit cells were printed using a 3D printer with ABS as the 
material
• 6.4 cm square cross-section tube
• Plane wave region 2700 Hz or less
• Sample clamped between upstream and downstream 
sections 12
FEM Simulation
• A four microphone standing wave tube was      
simulation setup using ABAQUS
– Based on linear perturbation procedure, steady state harmonic 
analysis
– Coupled structural-acoustic analysis
– No boundary constraints are imposed on the unit cell (except in 
experimental comparison)





• A good qualitative agreement is observed 
between measurements and FE predictions
Gasket
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Mass Law Limit Condition
• Analytical mass law is obtained when frame mass is 
made zero
N b d diti i d• o oun ary con ons mpose  
Property Value





• ρ E maintained constantp , p  
• µ ↑ and η ↑, with µ = η
• Overall areal mass increases with µ ↑     
• Converges to predicted STL for clamped plate with the 





• High STL region broadens in the low frequency regime
• Region between the first peak and dip is widening
• The dip being shifted to the right desirable  –      –
• µ →O(100)→saturates
Areal mass: 5 kg/m2
µ ρ [kg/m3]
Plate        Fr.
Efr
(GPa)
0 1 3910 107 0 055. .
0.5 2868 393 0.274
1 2151 590 0.549
10 391 1073 5.490
100 43 1168 54.900
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Ep = 2 GPa
Mass Apportioning—Geometry
t [ ] t [ ] Areal mass: 5 kg/m
2










• As µ↑, 
• the first peak and dip are moving towards the left
• Contrary to material-based approach
• High STL region moving to the left and shrinking 19
Geometry-Based versus Material-Based
Areal mass: 5 kg/m2
• Material-based approach has a wider benefit region
• Predicted average STL in the benefit region is better for 
material-based approach
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Effective Mass as a Function of Frequency
M it d f M hi h th d l• agn u e o  eff g er an space-average  area  
mass in the range of 0-1000 Hz
• An order of magnitude higher in 800 – 1000 Hz range         







c j fM f0 eff
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Mechanism Behind High STL
Di l tsp acemen  
• Averaged displacement phase  switches from negative to positive value at the 
STL k
Mass law panel Cellular unit cell 
 pea
• Parts of the structure move in opposite directions—similar to observations in 
LRSMs—resulting in zero averaged displacement 
• “Negative mass” observed without locally resonant elements      
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Hybrid Material
M l lass aw pane
Cellular panel
Cellular panel with fibrous mat.
• Cellular structure increases STL at low
Fibrous mat.
      
frequencies
• Lightweight, fine fiber fibrous layer can be used to
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recover performance at higher frequencies
Conclusions
• Planar cellular metamaterial having a heavy and 
stiff cell wall (frame) possesses significantly      
increased STL compared to homogenous solid 
of equal areal mass in low frequency range
• Mass apportioning approach can be used for the 
design of such unit cells
• Mechanism behind high STL characteristics of a 
cellular panel  found to originate in the opposing 
phase of motion for cell interior plate and cell 
wall
H b id l t b d• y r  pane  necessary o cover roa  
frequency range 24
